
Sketrick Island Kilinchy, Kilinchy, BT23 6QH
+44 7801 228805

Beneteau Barracuda 9 with twin Suzuki 250s and loads of
optional extras fitted. These boats are for covering ground fast in
all weather. Perfect for coastal trips, fishing or weekending.
Radar, Auto trim tabs, searchlights, upgraded electronics pack
with 12" MFD. Manufacturer provided description The
Barracuda 9 combines innovative design, speed, performance
and safety all at once. This sport fisher enjoys perfectly
controlled power and her interior is designed for cruising. This
makes her a particularly attractive choice. The Barracuda 9’s
hull is aggressive yet safe and she is perfectly balanced.
Equipped with Air Step© technology, she is very comfortable to
drive and her chined hull gives her great grip. Topped with a
stylish straight wind-shielded wheelhouse, her deck has a
walkaround layout. This boat is designed for fishing and has
spacious functional ‘work areas’ outside (cockpit and foredeck).
Ideal for easy movement on board, access to the wheelhouse is
by two side sliding doors. Inside, the Barracuda 9 reveals a really
comfortable atmosphere. With a dashboard ready to receive full
electronic equipment, a large forward cabin, and a shower and
toilet space, it is ready to set off on any trip. Every hollow space
is used as a storage locker and for stowing equipment.
Disclaimer The Company offers the details of this vessel in
good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer
should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such
details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered
subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice

Vehicle Features

Battery charger, Bow thruster, Cockpit cushions, Cockpit
speakers, Cockpit table, Compass, Deep freezer, Depthsounder,
Electric bilge pump, Gps, Hot water, Log speedometer, Manual
bilge pump, Marine head, Navigation center, Plotter, Radar,
Radio, Refrigerator, Shore power inlet, Swimming ladder, Vhf

Beneteau <Undefined> Barracuda 9 | 2019

Fuel Type: unleaded

DIMENSIONS

Length: 9.1 mmm
 

£99,023 + VAT
 

Technical Specs

Used Cars NI can take no responsibility for any errors which may appear in listings. Please confirm details with the seller when making an enquiry.


